Sensory Circuits
Sensory circuits is a brilliant way to keep children active and improve brain processing.
These activity ideas can easily be done at home be used to break up the day.
In school, we use this to help children activate all parts of the brain and get them ready to
learn. We also use it for children who like physical breaks to help them to focus on learning.
On top of that, it is a great way to build co-ordination, balance, gross motor control and
collaboration skills. Below is some more information about it.
Sensory circuits is a physical motor programme which consists of 3 different activities:
alerting (activities that make the head move direction quickly); organising (activities that are
more physically demanding) and calming (which calm the children’s body and mind, helping
them feel ready for the next part of the day)
Important note: you MUST do the activities in the right order: alerting activities,
organising activities then calming activities.

Some of this equipment is suggested for some of the activities, but you can be creative and
use alternatives. I have put some ideas in brackets.

Trampet (normal trampoline can be used. If you don’t have either of these at home, you can
ask your child to sit on a yoga ball and throw / catch the bean bag, They will still have to
work on balancing on and co-ordinating two different actions)
Yoga ball (you can use a space hopper or a large inflatable beach ball instead)
Bean bags and balls (any safe object can be used, even a cuddly toy to throw and catch)
Skipping rope (any rope that is safe to use)

Other ideas








Twirling dance ribbons. Can they copy a series of simple moves you model?
Wheelbarrow walking
Working though a simple obstacle course
Jumping form a squat position and landing back in a squat position
Clapping / dancing / marching to an upbeat song with a strong beat
Jumping jacks
Hop scotch

Other ideas




Wheelbarrow walking
Working though a simple obstacle course you can make in the garden
Jumping form a squat position and landing back in a squat position

Other ideas





Laying skill to calming music
Laying still and quietly counting to 100
Laying under a blanket and being still
Listening to story

Some extra ideas for younger children




Crawl tunnel
Waling on carpet spots



Sitting on the yoga ball. Work up to throwing a beanbag for an adult to catch.
Working up to throwing a ball into a large tub close by



Strip of masking tape on the floor to practice walking in a straight line. Working up to
making zig-zag lines etc





Rolling / passing / bouncing sensory balls

